A    L OND ON    YEAR
state in which they travelled was a reflection of
London's importance : a sign that London alone
among the cities of the realm could invest its elected
ruler with the symbols of royalty and send him out,
a citizen king of a square mile, to meet the anointed
king of England. This old London pride was, I
suppose, dead by the time of Elizabeth and soured
by snobbery in the days of the Georges. For the
first time in the history of London the Lord Mayor
became a humorous, rather vulgar, figure lolling
back on his plush cushions, full, so the rabble
believed, of turtle soup, flushed, so they would have
sworn, with wine.
I do not suppose that to-day any one who watches
the Lord Mayor of London ride in ancient state to
take the oath before His Majesty's judges is sensible
of any pride in the occasion. London is perhaps
too big to inspire that tribal loyalty which men feel
for something that is small and in danger of being
assaulted, London is to her millions a secure
monster : she spreads an illusion of permanence.
Still, to me, the Lord Mayor's 6 riding * is one of
the splendid sights of London. I can never abandon
a rather childish gasp of delight when the big gold
coach swings along on its cee-springs, for, to me,
Georgian as it is, it seems to swing out from those
Middle Ages when the Lord Mayor, entrenched
behind charters, was the managing director of the
London destiny.
There is in the Lord Mayor's Show that continuity
which justifies all pageantry, making a coachman
with powdered hair and the man who bears the
great State Sword not anachronisms among the
motor-cars but something suspiciously like family
portraits come to life. . . .
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